
We must give our children “the words” to use.
Help build their feeling and social-emotional “dictionary”.

Kids cannot “use their words” until we teach the proper words to use.

“I can help you think of  how to say that.”

“Is there a sound you can make to show that feeling inside of  you?”

“You look frustrated. Let’s figure out why.”

“Let’s think of  a word that matches what you’re feeling.”

Help Foster Awareness

Notice how… the steps look slippery

Do you see… your sister is standing here

Try moving… your feet carefully

Can you hear… the water

Do you feel… the warm fire

Are you feeling… really excited?

Help to Problem Solve

What can you use…. to get to the top

Where will you… put that branch

How will you… get down

Who will… go with you



Model: Use the language and words you want them to use. 
“When you’re done, can I have a turn?” 

Keep It Simple: Learning a language is difficult! Younger 
children need short, simple phrases. You can begin by 

teaching them one word to tell what they need and work 
into longer phrases as they are ready—“mine”, “no”, “Water 

please”, “Can I have my toy?”

*Bonus Tip* Teach Sign Language along with these simple 
words and phrases to help children communicate

Model Problem-Solving: Use real life situations to show 
how you as an adult handle situations. Let’s pretend you 

are looking for shoes: “I need shoes to go outside. I’m going to 
get some from my closet. Oh no! I don’t see my shoes in here…I 

wonder where they could be. I took them off by the door 
downstairs…maybe they’re still there…”

*Bonus Tip* Involve your child in the problem solving: “Oh 
no! My shoes aren’t in my closet. Where else do you think they 

could be?”



Consider Impulses: We all have them. Teach 
your child how to take a minute, take some 

breaths, think, make a plan…

*Tip* Instead of instantly redirecting your child, 
try to have them pause and then ask “Tell me 

what your plan is…”

Identify & Validate the Feeling: “You are yelling
and your hands are tight. You seem very angry. I get 

mad when it is time to clean up, too.” 


